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Abstract: Some characterizations describe social pedagogy as a broad, complex, ambiguous and problematic concept that applies to very different things. This is due to the simplicity of the tools used to approach such a complex area. A change of perspective to interpret social pedagogy as a hybrid and complex subject may transform the alleged deficiencies into strengths and promise. This paper provides elements that enable such a change. To this end, some misunderstandings regarding social pedagogy are presented. These misunderstandings are scenarios and factors that have contributed (1) to the generation of inaccuracies and confusions about what social pedagogy is, could, or should do, and (2) to the projection of an inconsistent and poorly defined image of social pedagogy, i.e. a discipline without method and an ineffective and inefficient practice for solving social problems. The social pedagogy that emerges from the six misunderstandings (cognitive, policy-related, scientist, action-related, normative and social) is complex. From the new perspective, it is more of a hybrid subject (a concept, a discipline and a practice) that is complex, open, dynamic and ever changing.
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Explorando diferentes perspectivas acerca de la Pedagogía Social: hacia un enfoque complejo e integrado

Resumen: En la actualidad, algunas caracterizaciones muestran a la pedagogía social como un concepto amplio, complejo, ambiguo y problemático que se aplica a cosas muy diferentes. Esto es debido a la simplicidad de las herramientas utilizadas para tratar con un área tan compleja. Un cambio de perspectiva, que permita interpretar la pedagogía social como un sujeto híbrido y complejo, puede transformar las supuestas deficiencias en fortalezas y posibilidades. Este documento ofrece elementos que posibilitan un cambio de estas características. Para conseguirlo se presenta lo que se caracteriza como “malentendidos” acerca de la pedagogía social. Con esta denominación se pretende recoger toda una serie de escenarios y factores que han contribuido a (1) generar imprecisiones y confusiones acerca de lo que es la pedagogía social, de lo que podría o debería hacer, y (2) proyectar una imagen inconsistente y poco definida de la misma, es decir, una disciplina sin método y una práctica que resulta ineficaz e ineficiente para resolver los problemas sociales. La pedagogía social que emerge de los seis malentendidos (cognitivo, político, científico, de la acción, de la normatividad, y social) es compleja. En la nueva perspectiva, la pedagogía social es entendida como un sujeto híbrido (porque es al mismo tiempo un concepto, una disciplina y una práctica), complejo, abierto, dinámico y cambiante.

Keywords: Pedagogía social; pedagogía; teoría de la educación.

Explorando diferentes perspectivas sobre Pedagogia Social: por uma abordagem complexa e integrada

Resumo: Atualmente, algumas caracterizações mostram a pedagogia social como um conceito amplo, complexo, ambíguo, e problemático que se aplica a coisas muito diferentes. Isto é devido à simplicidade das ferramentas usadas para aproximar uma área complexa. A mudança de perspectiva para interpretar pedagogia social como um objeto híbrido e complexo pode transformar as alegadas deficiências em pontos fortes e promessa. Este trabalho que fornece elementos permitir tal mudança. Para este fim, alguns mal-entendidos sobre pedagogia social são apresentados. Estes são os cenários e fatores que contribuíram (1) a gerar imprecisões e confusões sobre o que é pedagogia social, poderia ou deveria fazer, e (2) a projetar uma imagem inconsistente e mal definidas de pedagogia social, ou seja, a disciplina, sem método, e ineficaz e ineficiente para resolver os problemas sociais. Pedagogia social que emerge das seis Desentendimentos (cognitivo, político, cientista, ação, normativo, e social) é complexa. Na nova perspectiva, é como um objeto híbrido (que é um conceito, uma disciplina, e uma prática) que é complexo, aberto, dinâmico e em constante mutação.

Palavras-chave: Pedagogia social; pedagogia; teoria educacional.

Introduction

The academic and professional literature on social pedagogy shows many disagreements. Moreover, there are polarized views regarding what social pedagogy is and might be, and how it works. Is social pedagogy a science, a practice or an art, or is it all of these at once? Is there a cross-cultural and transdisciplinary (theoretical or methodological) organizational core to social pedagogy or, on the contrary, is it necessary to define as many social pedagogies as there are cultural and disciplinary development contexts? These issues have led the supposed disciplinary unity of social
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pedagogy and its status as a science to be questioned. Some more recent characterizations are claiming that social pedagogy is a broad, complex, ambiguous and problematic concept applied to very different things (Hämäläinen, 2003a; Eriksson & Markström, 2003; Otto, 2006; Caride, 2007; Lorenz, 2008; Eriksson, 2010; RYWU, 2010; Úcar, 2011).

In my opinion, we should rethink social pedagogy and generate new approaches that are more adjusted to the complexity of current realities. If we change the perspective, we might find that what appear to be flaws, inconsistencies, and contradictions (to the author's eyes) are in fact the results of inadequate interpretation. These apparent deficits lead us to say that social pedagogy is not yet a "mature science" (Rosendal, 2009, p. 202) because it is not supported by any specific theory (Hämäläinen, 2003b; Smith & White 2007; Brache-Chyrek & Sünker, 2009) and because it does not have a method of its own (Hämäläinen, 2003a; Coussée et al., 2010). One cannot attempt to understand a complex subject using simple tools because the results will always be incomplete and unsatisfactory.

However, if we think of social pedagogy as a hybrid, interdisciplinary, inter-professional, complex, open, dynamic, changing, alive, and extraordinarily versatile subject, what once seemed to be flaws may end up becoming strengths and possibilities. This is what people and communities are like and this is what social pedagogy ought to be like. Seen this way, it is easy to understand why it appears to be such an attractive approach for dealing with current personal and community problems and situations. The complexity of social pedagogy fits well with the inherent complexity of the social.

This paper aims to propose new elements of reflection and analysis to help with the creation of this new vision. In so doing, I identify six misunderstandings of social pedagogy. These are a number of scenarios and factors that have caused inaccuracies, confusions and polarized perspectives regarding what social pedagogy was, is, and could or should do. Also, these misunderstandings have constructed an image of a contradictory and poorly defined social pedagogy, which changes depending on the contexts of application. From this perspective, social pedagogy lacks a method and, above all, is ineffective and inefficient at solving social problems.

From the analysis of what I call “misunderstandings,” a complex social pedagogy emerges. From the new perspective, it is more of a hybrid subject (a concept, a discipline and a practice) that is complex, open, dynamic and ever changing.

The misunderstandings of social pedagogy

Many of the positions, disagreements, and polarizations raised among authors might be the result of the inaccuracies, misunderstandings, confusion, and traps that have affected social pedagogy throughout its history. A greater understanding of the diversity of approaches underpinning social pedagogy (as a concept, discipline, and practice) can be achieved if these situations (which I encompass with the global term of “misunderstandings”) into which authors have fallen are analyzed. In this case, the concept of ‘misunderstanding’ refers to situations or scenarios in which social pedagogy (whether voluntarily or not) has participated or in which it has been implicated. From such implication, several contradictions, inconsistencies, flaws, and other negative traits have been inferred.

These misunderstandings affect the identity, content, and boundaries of social pedagogy. They act upon its core, thereby confounding what social pedagogy can be. I identified six misunderstandings: (1) the cognitive, related to the method; (2) the political trap, related to the aims and functions of social pedagogy; (3) the misunderstanding of scientficity, which refers to disciplinary conceptualization; (4) the misunderstanding of action and (5) of normativeness, which is
related with professional actions and their results; and (6) the misunderstanding of the social, which refers to the core and the boundaries of social pedagogy.

These six misunderstandings have affected or are somehow affecting social pedagogy, either in its disciplinary conceptualization or professional practice. It should be noted, however, that some of these have affected social pedagogy due to the discipline to which it belongs (social sciences) or the sector where it is located (pedagogy). The misunderstanding of scientificity exemplifies the former case; the cognitive and normative misunderstandings illustrate the latter.

The cognitive misunderstanding

The cognitive misunderstanding refers to the conceptual reduction of any kind of pedagogy or education into what children do at school. The pedagogy of the 20th century focused on schools and individual cognitive learning. Education focused on the teaching-learning process and was organized around content. Although it was posed in educational terms, what happened outside the school was of unclear educational status or had no status at all. These events were more related to charity, surveillance, illness, maladjustment, and social care.

Although it has been clear for years that education cannot be reduced to schools and children and that training and learning are continuous throughout life and produced in very different contexts, it is still a prevailing trend to focus on cognitive education processes.

Most authors agree that the concept of the person is key in any theoretical or practical approach to social pedagogy. Since its inception, what might have distinguished and differentiated social pedagogy from other pedagogies has been how it considers and refers to the person as a whole. Mind, body, feelings, and spirit are integrated in the relationship between the person and others (Petrie, 2001; Kornbeck, 2002; Smith & White, 2007; Paget et al., 2007; Stephens, 2009; RYWU, 2010). This means that any socio-pedagogical intervention requires an approach that integrates cognition, affect, relationship and action. Personal autonomy – an essential objective of any pedagogy – is an integrated result that is difficult to achieve through fragmented interventions such as the cognitive.

Most authors stress the importance of interpersonal relationships as mediators of socio-pedagogical actions, to the extent that these relationships are considered essential to social pedagogy (Kornbeck, 2002). This is characterized as pedagogy of the relationship. The essential feature of social pedagogy is the conscious use of relationships (Bengtsson et al. 2008, p. 9). Research shows that children attach great importance to pedagogical relationships in care (Coussé et al., 2010, p. 793).

Since its very beginnings, social pedagogy has had relative success in its quest to avoid this misunderstanding. Unlike school education, social pedagogy diversifies the places where it operates. The "natural" field of intervention of social pedagogy is people's everyday lives (community, school, family, home, cultural centers, civic centers, shelters, hospitals, streets, and so on). Social pedagogy was not located in one specific institution, so it could divest itself of the cognitive reductionism

---

1 This has happened throughout Europe but especially in the United Kingdom. In this context, pedagogy has been understood only in its cognitive dimension. Pedagogy has been defined as the science of teaching and learning (Petrie, 2001). So it is historically associated with both training and school. This is why some people say that social pedagogy as a concept is poorly understood and, in the British and American context, it is difficult even for professionals from this field to understand (Hegstrup, 2003). Petrie (2005) refers specifically to the need to extend pedagogy to include other dimensions as well as the cognitive in the concept.

2 This is a feature of many of the actions of social pedagogy that have been developed in recent years in Latin America. See Úcar 2012.
implemented in schools. However, the price for this lack of constraints was a vague and imprecise status.

**The political trap**

Since Nohl characterized them as *inspiration and expiration*, most authors have taken into account the relationship between social pedagogy and policies. I believe that this proximity to policies has obscured the understanding of what social pedagogy is and the functions it performs. I therefore characterize this misunderstanding as the political trap.

Since Freire (1985), it is clear that all education is political but, unfortunately, not all politics are educational. This means that, more often than is desirable, socio-educational measures have been used to address structural problems that could not be solved by purely educational means. Poverty, exclusion, pain, unemployment, and homelessness are not pedagogical phenomena, but political ones. Pedagogy can do many things, since it includes versatile relational strategies with multiple potentials. In our lives, we can learn almost anything; and therein lays the strength of pedagogy. It is why pedagogy can be such an important political strategy for personal and social change.

Social pedagogy can assist and support the growth and development of children and young adults. It can stimulate, educate, and assist people and communities and raise their awareness of actions that help them to improve as human beings as well as in community settings. Social pedagogy can help, advise, guide, and support them in processes of empowerment that equip them with resources to improve their standard of living. But social pedagogy alone cannot directly improve their standard of living through pedagogical actions. They have to do this themselves. Policies should provide the means and scenarios to do so. Social pedagogy can be one of those means.

This does not mean that social pedagogy cannot be a decisive strategy to influence social conditions through education (Hämäläinen, 2003a; Otto, 2006). In order for this to be the case, social pedagogy’s actions and results must be distinguished from those of policies. The key is that social pedagogy and social policies have different temporalities. Social policies must often respond quickly and effectively to problems, even those for which there are no easy solutions or that cannot be solved immediately. Contrarily, education is a slow process that does not cope well with such urgency very efficiently.

Social pedagogy cannot and must not respond to structural problems. This is not its mission or purpose. As Lauritsen rightly pointed out, "the disintegration of society must be recognized as a political and cultural issue rather than scientific or psychological" (2003, p. 98). Or, we could add, a socio-pedagogical one. The problem is not what pedagogy can and cannot do or achieve, but rather what it is being asked to do or what expectations politicians, specialists, and the participants have of it. Thus, I believe it should be stressed that social pedagogy is, first, pedagogy and, although it has a strong political component, it need not perform political functions. The classic maxim of "bread and circuses," for example, has been associated with Social-Cultural Animation programs and activities to emphasize the uselessness and inefficiency of those social pedagogy practices. I believe the confusion or equivalence of these terms (pedagogy and policy) has been used on more than one occasion to show how ineffective social pedagogy is and that it cannot achieve the proposed goals.

I believe these are questions that, in each case, social pedagogy must answer: what can social pedagogy do and what can it not? What belongs and what does not belong to social pedagogy? A clarification of roles and good management of the expectations of all participants in socio-educational action are essential for an accurate evaluation of the results of such actions, as well as of the commitments and responsibilities involved. In order to contribute to the success of policies and

---

of social pedagogy it is necessary to differentiate what is political from what is socio-pedagogical, and to identify the overlapping areas.

**The misunderstanding of scientificity**

This misunderstanding refers to the historical path followed by pedagogy to become a social science at the same level of the others. This issue is probably one of the most influential in the alleged ineffectiveness of social pedagogy. Even more, it has helped to reinforce the lack of academic and social prestige of social pedagogy.

This misunderstanding is simultaneously due to a desire for legitimacy and an inferiority complex among pedagogues. On the one hand, they have always wished for their discipline to enjoy the same status as other social sciences. On the other, they have experienced a complex derived from not being scientifically recognized. Both these issues are linked to the history of pedagogy and the evolution of social sciences.

Brezinka (2002) analyzes the evolution of pedagogy from its beginnings as “a theory of art of education” linked to educational practice (whose value lay in the security that it could provide to educators), until the total shift of the practice towards scientific pedagogy. The heavy price paid for this transformation was the abandonment of practice. Thus, the resulting pedagogy was more scholarly and less practical.

This evolution towards science is explained by the status of art as well as practices in the nineteenth century. It was the century of the emergence and proliferation of social sciences. Being a practice or an art did not help the scientific consideration of pedagogy, since neither one nor the other were taken into account by an academy focused on theory and the scientific method. If pedagogues intended pedagogy to enjoy similar status to that of other social sciences, they needed to establish some distance with respect to practical and artistic activities.

Eighteenth century pedagogy generated high expectations about what its scientific nature could achieve. However, time showed that these expectations were neither met nor led to improvements in educational practice. Scientific pedagogy also failed to reliably predict educational outcomes.

Deprived of a basis on which to ground and build their discourse, the identity and academic production of scientific pedagogy and university pedagogues are both diffuse and poorly connected with educational action and practice. Brezinka (2002) concludes that pejorative judgments of pedagogy probably stem from the disappointment generated by educators and educational processes not meeting all of their expectations in terms of prediction and reliability.

Other authors have pointed out the problems and tensions between scholars and professionals in the field of social pedagogy (Braches-Chyrek & Sünker, 2009; Rosendal, 2009; Kornbeck, 2009). I believe that this misunderstanding of scientificity is one of the reasons that can explain these problems and tensions.

**The misunderstanding of action**

This misunderstanding, related to the practice of social pedagogy, is associated with (1) the diversity of approaches currently used in social pedagogy related to objectives, scope, methodologies, techniques, spaces, and participants; and (2) social pedagogy's difficulty with predicting or assessing the concrete results of its actions.

In social pedagogy, every situation is different and results can be difficult to predict or evaluate. It is therefore better to focus on actions or activities. The misunderstanding of action implies that, during intervention, the objectives to be achieved and the activities or methods to achieve them are often confused with each other. For instance, it is not a matter of "promoting the
relationships between immigrants and local people," which would be methodological actions developed by social pedagogy, but of getting them to actually relate to each other, i.e., searching for the results of these actions.

The complexity and difficulty of showing learning results when the aim is not only cognitive learning but also comprehensive learning may lead the professional to focus on what can really be controlled, i.e., the actions and socio-educational methodology that he or she develops. Also, the professional may use allegedly technical language (connected to the scientific misunderstanding) and try to conceal the uncertainty of his or her own actions behind hollow rhetoric. Such rhetoric sets barriers for the pedagogical relationship. The social pedagogue intentionally seeks to connect with the participant through language. Thus the simplest and most relevant expressions will always be the most appropriate. The misunderstanding of action is also related with (1) the complexity of roles developed by social pedagogues in their relationships with participants and (2) with the functions assigned to the institutions for which they work.

Dubet (2006) analyzed changes in social professions as a result of the transformation of our societies in recent decades. He characterized the changes in the relationships professionals have with participants as the decline of the institutional program. Whose emphasis? The term “institutional program” refers to a particular mode of socialization developed by the social professional along with participants. This program assumes that (1) the practitioner is a liaison between universal values and particular individuals, (2) socialization work is a vocation, because it is directly based on values, and (3) socialization is aimed at instilling rules that shape the individual who, in turn, will become simultaneously autonomous and free. It is a type of relationship that teachers, priests or doctors could implement with their students, their parishioners and their patients.

The current decline of this conception of socialization work is a common factor of the actions of all social practitioners. This decline dislocates the action of social professionals. What is facing a crisis is not only the specific teleos of these actions, but also the meaning that justifies it, the ways in which people embody and project their professional roles, and the forms assumed by praxis.

In this context of professional uncertainty regarding the meaning and content of social praxis, Dubet identifies three logics of action in social professions:

1. **The logic of control**: The professional mediates between legal regulations and individuals. These normative references can be political (laws), community (traditions), cultural (customs), etc. From this perspective, the social professional embodies the institution. It permits the assignation of a role to the other, which will then become a student, a patient, an immigrant, or a battered person and must yield the rights, duties, and behaviors associated with that role.

2. **The logic of service**: Professionals are experts. They have competencies and techniques that enable them to solve socio-cultural problems; for instance: social support, design of socio-educational projects, development of group dynamics with young people, management of socio-educational community resources, etc. Among other things, this logic enables professionals to serve the poorest communities. It is based on the principle of merit and associated with training and the contract.

---

4 Trilla expresses these ideas by pointing out that the lack of clarity of pedagogues is a double sin (...) first because most of the solvent content of education is quite intelligible, although some people strive to the contrary, perhaps to suggest rigor and depth (...) second because it is a flagrant contradiction for us as experts to be clumsy in the conveyance of our own knowledge (2005, p. 306).

5 The surveyed professionals were primary and secondary school teachers, adult trainers, nurses, social workers and mediators.
The logic of relation: Professionals are people who interact with others through certain personal qualities. The relational dimension is based on the principle of recognizing the other as a person. The combination of these logics shows the span of professional responses in current social complexity. This complexity has left social professionals without transcendental references. They do not embody universal values. The aura of vocation does not accompany them anymore. They do not know whether their actions will generate autonomous and free individuals. As part of the complexities of everyday life in developed societies, it is difficult to find actions that are located in only one of these logics. Although each professional (based on personality, experience, or training) may tend to be oriented towards one of them, these will usually be merged in the daily development of his or her interventions.

The misunderstanding of normativeness

It has been observed that social pedagogy is a normative science or a normative practice (Hämäläinen, 2003a; Eriksson & Markström, 2003; Marynowicz-Hetka, 2007; Petrie et al. 2009; Stephens, 2009; Brache-Chyrek & Sünker, 2009; Van Ewijh, 2010), and it even has been suggested “that without a legislative intention there is no pedagogy” (Trilla, 2005, p. 294). The misunderstanding of normativeness stems from a confirmation and an impossibility. The former refers to the meaning of pedagogy as a regulatory action. The impossibility is related to two factors that affect such regulations. One refers to how educational standards are shaped and the other to how regulations correlate with the application of norms in terms of education or learning. Both contribute to the image of a dependent and inefficient social pedagogy that cannot achieve what it proposes.

Social pedagogy cannot, by itself, develop the rules needed to appropriately guide socio-educational interventions. Moreover, the application of these rules apparently correlates weakly with the results. In other words, there is no guarantee that the rules applied by the social pedagogue lead to the expected learning outcomes. As Gros says, “there is no direct connection between action and learning” (2008, p. 57). Here arises another connection to the misunderstanding of scientificity. What sense does it make to foster social pedagogy that seeks to say how things should be done but cannot offer guarantees on results? To answer this question, we must analyze how norms are constructed and how social pedagogues apply them.

What distinguishes social pedagogy from other social sciences is that it needs the support of those sciences to construct these rules of action (Hämäläinen, 2003b). Pedagogy and social pedagogy can only produce their norms from the information that is provided by other social sciences. These are what are known as normative syntheses, which are constructed by integrating the evidence provided by those sciences, which help to describe, understand and explain educational phenomena. Research in educational sociology, educational psychology, educational biology, educational anthropology, and other educational sciences provide information on how individuals and groups involve themselves in educational processes.

This is the first step of the process. The second is to report the normative synthesis to participants and to persuade them that it is the best way to achieve the expected learning. In addition, the person must be motivated or encouraged to follow the path signaled by the social pedagogue. This is something that depends solely on the former’s motivations, needs, and interests.

Is the normative requirement of pedagogue’s lines of action possible when it has to be negotiated with participants? Doubtless, this is the origin of one of social pedagogy’s uncertainties.

---

6 “...I understand normativeness in a broad sense to include (...) principles, criteria, projects, proposals, methods, techniques, materials, tools, etc.” (Trilla, 2005, p. 294)
In this approach, the clash of the technical-professional perspective with that of the human-participant is evident.

In my view, it is necessary to distinguish between the professional’s territories of action and decision, and those of the participant. The social pedagogue proposes what, from his or her technical perspective, should be done (norm, method, activity, etc.), but ultimately it is the participant who makes the decision on what the appropriate action is. And this is necessarily so because it is a decision about his or her life, over which the subject should ideally be sovereign. This does not mean that in some socio-educational relationships one cannot make decisions for the other, particularly in situations when it is justified by the age of the participants. But even in this case, it is something provisional that leads to the decisional autonomy of the other.

Socio-educational intervention is a process involving two situated entities (social pedagogues and participants), and, as in any interpersonal relationship, the results of intervention, whether successful or not, depend on the involvement and commitment of those agencies. Each brings what they have to offer to the relationship. Social pedagogues bring their expertise and personal and professional experience integrated in pedagogical norms. The participants bring their knowledge of their socio-cultural context and the experience of their lives. They merge at the same level with different roles and areas of action but, at the same time, negotiate when making decisions.

The weak correlation between educational norms and learning outcomes is not due to the ineffectiveness of pedagogy or to its inability to develop norms by itself. It is due to a mechanical and linear interpretation of the relationship, which is implemented in cause-effect terms, i.e., the pedagogue’s norm gives rise to a particular effect on the participant. The simplicity of this approach is obvious. However, in social pedagogy, it has been a very difficult misunderstanding to avoid.

Learning outcomes are difficult to predict or plan since they emerge as a "relational property", i.e., as a result of the interaction between the social pedagogue and the participant. Learning outcomes may emerge from this interaction. This is the sense of social normativeness in social pedagogy, which also refers to complexity. An updated normativeness requires the transformation of the classic imperative "it should be" into a probabilistic "it could be if..." or into a practical "what can we do to let it be?"

The misunderstanding of the social

The social is the reference of social pedagogy. I call this a ‘misunderstanding’ because a series of considerations has been generated around this concept or scope that conditions the interpretation of social pedagogy. The misunderstanding of the social stems from three ways of understanding it:

1. The social as a stigma. Traditionally, the social as a concept has been related to problems, flaws, or needs. Social services are a good example of this. They were called ‘social’ because they were targeted at those most in need or who had deficits or problems of any kind. Being a user of these services meant being marked with the stigma of the need or the problem. The social refers to the idea of "sets of insurance and assistive devices to keep social order and social cohesion" (Carballeda, 2002, p. 91; Manuel, 2010).

In recent years, in developed countries, these services began to take shape on the basis of standardization and universalization. In the collective imaginary and in the medium term, this may end up breaking the link between the social and people’s deficits, problems or needs. However, this relationship is still a reality today.

---

7 I take this concept from Lahire (2004) who notes that instead of cause and effect, some philosophers prefer to speak of "reciprocal disposition partners" even to refer to physical realities. For instance, “when salt dissolves in water, salt and water are reciprocal partners” (Crane, 1996, p. 9) (2004, p. 83).
Social pedagogy focused on this interpretation of the social may easily be understood as discipline exclusively for people in need and for addressing social problems. This is a social pedagogy whose prime role is "to aid and assist the needy" (Hallstedt & Hogstrom 2005, p. 14), "to prevent and to alleviate social exclusion and other deprivations" (Hämäläinen, 2003b, p. 147), or event "to eliminate social exclusion" (Kraav 2009, p. 118). The connection between the social trap and the political trap is evident. As I pointed out earlier, social pedagogy cannot eliminate social exclusion nor is this its mission.

If we look at the areas where social pedagogy is acting in different countries, we see that what currently characterizes social pedagogy is not only working with vulnerable people or groups, although this has historically been its field of activity. What defines its purpose today is acting with subjects, whether individual or collective, who live in complex social and cultural contexts, with or without problems.

2. The social as a given, stable and finished entity. A look at recent decades shows irrefutable transformations and changes in our societies and our ways of living and relating. Some authors (Rosendal, 2009; Cousée et al., 2010) have emphasized the need to link pedagogy with the current social reality. According to Manuel (2010), it is necessary to challenge the idea of the social as a given entity, and instead understand it as historical and contingent. According to Poovey (2002)8, use of the word “social” as an adjective and as a noun is a recent invention that did not exist before the nineteenth century. This element is related to the misunderstanding of normativeness. If the social is something given and closed, people cannot but adapt or accommodate to the norms shaped by the social. Lash (2003) has clearly denied the latter by saying that, nowadays, the individual has to be a seeker or creator rather than a follower of rules.

3. The social as a distinct entity opposed to the individual. We have to rethink the relationship between the individual and the social. They are not two separate entities but a continuum that is difficult to separate, even though the Western tradition of thought has been stubborn on the matter. Morin’s hologramatic principle from his theory of complexity states that an individual is present throughout society in the same way that each individual is in society. In fact, social pedagogy rose to respond to all those dimensions of the person that have not been attended to by traditional pedagogy (Hämäläinen, 2003a). The latter has exclusively focused on cognitive dimensions and has been individually and socially disconnected from people. Beck argues that the current processes of paradoxical socialization (1998, p. 159) indicate individuality as the most advanced form of socialization. He also states that individualization has become the basic social structure of the second modernity (2003, p. 30). The social and the individual are just two terms with which we seek to characterize and understand a reality that is otherwise elusive because of its complexity. Today we understand that these terms offer a simplified view of such reality. The social and the individual are both single and continuous dimensions of the human by which it is very difficult, if not impossible, to discern where one begins and the other ends.

All these misunderstandings were probably due not only to an oversight, but also because of a specific way of seeing the field. The authors and the practitioners sought a well-defined and limited field for social pedagogy. They wanted to delimit and demarcate it. And, obviously, social pedagogy did not fit the canon with which they wanted it to be analyzed. But in the last three decades, the exponential increase in social complexity has provided new frameworks for analysis and

---
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interpretation. These have helped to appropriately understand and describe an updated social pedagogy, which is too complex to be grasped with simple schemes of interpretation.

In light of these new approaches, it is possible to reinterpret many of the often contradictory and polarized ideas maintained by authors regarding social pedagogy. I understand social pedagogy, from an interdisciplinary and inter-professional view, to be a hybrid, complex, open, dynamic, changing, alive, and incredibly versatile subject. It may be considered both a science and a practice. When integrated, theory and practice explain social pedagogy, but they cannot do so independently. As a practical science or as a scientific practice, social pedagogy generates new knowledge from its actions and practices. This new knowledge can be applied to generate, once again, specific practices, knowledge and skills in an ever-growing spiral that is always in motion. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain a static picture to define, bind or characterize social pedagogy in a complete and satisfactory way. Social pedagogy is mobile and is continually evolving, just like people, groups and communities.

Conclusions

Historically, academics and practitioners have considered social pedagogy to be a loosely structured field, without a precise scientific or academic affiliation and with a poorly defined status between science and practice. In social pedagogy, it was once normal for authors to express diverse positions and polarized views. In this paper, I have discussed some of the misunderstandings that are connected to these visions. I have also argued that it is possible to have a complex vision of social pedagogy.

The complexity of social pedagogy is derived from the multiplicity of the spaces and times in which individuals, groups, and communities develop their actions. Also, unlike traditional pedagogy and especially scholarly pedagogy, it considers the person whole, without separating knowledge, feelings, and actions. All these dimensions of the person are activated and developed by their relationships with others. So relationships that occur in people’s everyday lives are, at the same time, vehicles, contexts, and contents of socio-pedagogical actions.

The so-called “political trap” has shown the inherent risk of the comparison between social pedagogy and politics, or the instrumentalization of the former by the latter. From this point derives another source of complexity in social pedagogy: how to balance its actions in different dimensions (social, cultural, technical, etc.) and prevent the political dimension from engulfing all of the others.

The issue of the scientificity of the social sciences in general and in particular of social pedagogy has led us to wonder about the status and characteristics of socio-pedagogical actions. Specifically, we have to consider the interdependence between theory and practice (a central theme in social pedagogy) and the complementary characteristics as a technical and artistic endeavor. We have also revealed a plausible explanation for the gap between academic and practical aspects in the field of social pedagogy.

The complexity of social pedagogy has been analyzed through some of the problems arising from the diversity of objectives, scope, methodologies, techniques, spaces, and participants that can configure this discipline, and also by the difficulty of predicting the results of actions. We have related this difficulty with a way of understanding normative aspects in social pedagogy. If the results of actions are unpredictable, it is because they are not the result of a linear and mechanical understanding of the socio-pedagogical relation. The educational standards are not prescribed in a single direction but rather emerge as "a relational property" as a result of an ad hoc construction, situated and agreed between the social pedagogue and the participant.

The misunderstanding of social issues is probably due to the vast number of transformations

---

9 For an analysis of authors’ polarized views of social pedagogy, see Úcar, 2011.
in our societies in recent decades, which have introduced greater complexity to the way we understand, conceptualize, and act in social pedagogy. The evolution of the different ways of understanding the concept – (1) from the social as a stigma to the social as a relation (physical and virtual), (2) the social as a dynamic, and, (3) social and individual concepts understood as continuous or integrated elements and not as closed and exclusive) – represented an extension not just for the fields of action, but also in the different ways of practicing social pedagogy. In the Spanish framework, for instance, the evolution of the concept of social pedagogy has been illustrated by pointing out how we are now also doing it in the field of freedom, even though we have historically been working in the field of needs (Trilla, 1992)¹⁰. This new perspective of social pedagogy fits better with the current complexities of our societies. It may also help explain some of the polarizations, ambiguities, and inaccuracies expressed by the authors in relation to specific aspects or interpretations of social pedagogy.

Social pedagogy has its own method but it emerges in every pedagogical encounter. Whether the actions of social pedagogues are placed in the logic of control, the logic of service, the logic of relationship (Dubet, 2006), or in an overlap between them, socio-pedagogical actions operate in unpredictable and unrepeatable socio-cultural contexts. Unpredictability and uniqueness open the door to the creativity of agents and to the constant search for new paths, new questions, and new answers. Such an approach transcends the realm of the purely technical or the purely scientific. I contend that both technique and science are necessary yet insufficient to provide appropriate responses to the complexity of human relationships. Perhaps, as pointed out by Morin, we are beginning to see that the next step to science and technology is art. Perhaps, ultimately, we need to return to the classical conception of the art of education.
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